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Introduction
▪ audible breathing frequent around speech [1, 2] or
during effortful actions [3]
▪ as vital function, perhaps less affected by disguising voice
▪ breath rarely used for forensic purposes (e.g. [4, 5])
▪ speaker identification by neural networks looks
promising [6, 7]

▪ research questions:
A. how well can listeners discriminate between same vs
different breathers?
B. how well can listeners guess a breather‘s age (young
vs old) and sex (male vs female)?

Methods
▪ breath noises annotated in conversations [8]
▪ 5 oral(+nasal) inhalations each from 6 young (20-29 yrs;
3f, 3m) and 6 old speakers (age: 59-65 yrs; 3f, 3m)
▪ 33 participants (22f, 10m, 1 other; age: 20-71 yrs,
median: 31 yrs) via Prolific [9] and Labvanced [10]

A. discrimination task: 2 breath noises, separated by 500
ms silence → same or different speaker? how confident
(1-5)?
B. classification task: 1 breath noise → speaker young/old?
male/female? how confident each (1-5)?

Results

discrimination task

classification task
▪ overall correctness rate:
▪ age: mean = 50.2% (sd: 9.1%); confid. = 3.0 (sd: 0.75)
▪ sex: mean = 66.7% (sd: 13.5%); confid. = 3.2 (sd: 0.77)

▪ overall correctness rate: mean = 64.3% (sd: 11.8%)
▪ confidence rating: mean = 3.5 (sd: 0.76)
▪ sex differences seem more perceivable than age
differences
▪ different age + same sex even far below chance
▪ young, female speakers stand out
sex

age

same_male

same_female

different

total

same_old

79.5% (73)

76.8% (69)

60.0% (35) 74.6% (177)

same_young

73.1% (67)

53.1% (64)

65.0% (40) 63.7% (171)

different

31.8% (22)

35.3% (34)

63.8% (58) 49.1% (114)

total

70.4% (162)

59.3% (167)

63.2% (133) 64.3% (462)

Table: Correctness rate by speaker sex and age in percent. Numbers in
brackets indicate number of stimuli per cell.

Discussion and Conclusion
▪ speaker discrimination possible, but not with high
accuracy
▪ classification: sex > age (in line with findings for regular
speech from [11])
▪ only binary distinctions for two categories here

▪ confounding factors: biological vs chronological age?
height/weight?
▪ implications for using breath noises in synthetic speech
▪ breath noises relevant in real-world forensic applications
(e.g. rape, black box)
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